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■Top Message

Contributing to Society 
      Through Vehicle Manufacturing

The global automotive market is anticipated to center growth in the newly emerging countries' markets. 

Especially, our minivans, commercial vehicles, and SUVs are coming to accommodate as a paramount 

indication of transportation that fortifies economic development. In order for us to accommodate this role, our 

domestic and overseas market research activities authorize us to understand customers’ demands. Based 

on our thinking of distributing “fine products” that meets customer expectations contributes to a more 
prosperous society. Toyota Auto Body is affiliated in efforts to achieve “excellent automotive manufacture.”
Additionally, meeting each demand of customers has led to designated accumulation in production output, 

which we view as preserving domestic production and securing employment.

In July 2012, Toyota Auto Body made the first “full-model change,” twelve years since the very diminutive  EV 
“COMS." This contributed to making prosperous communities through improving convenient living and 

preservation of the environment. 

We are deeply pleased with the wide utilization that COMS have brought us after its launch. With a new 

business scheme of responding to our aging society and demonstration testing that realizes a low-carbon 

society in foreign cities.

The Surrounding Environment and Our Future Direction

Besides supplying products for making society prosperous, an important responsibility as an automotive 

manufacturer is utilizing environmental technology; to reduce CO₂ levels and dealing with incremented 
petroleum consumption on a global scale that resulted from rapid expansion of newly emerging markets. 

Considering this, in March 2011, we established our “5th Toyota Auto Body Environmental Action Plan,” 

continuing to progress in efforts to carry out necessary activities over a five-year period from FY2011 to 

FY2015.

Aiming to Realize a Sustainable Society

President,
Toyota Auto Body Co., Ltd.

Takuji  Amioka
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Under this plan, building a “Low-Carbon Society,” Recycle-Oriented Society,” and “Environmental 

Conservation and a Society that Coexists with Nature” are the main themes. Toyota Auto Body is making 

full-scale efforts in looking to make factories that are environmentally friendly through energy savings. 

Additionally promote planned vehicle weight reductions and recycle design. 

Furthermore, as one aspect of making factories that coexist with our communities and harmonize with 

nature, we have begun to establish an eco-park. At eco-park, employees and people in the community are 

able to enjoy sports (futsal indoor soccer, tennis), a farm experience (rice paddy planting, etc.), and a 

biotope (a setting meant to resemble a “satoyama”).

In addition, realizing these efforts requires “people.” Good human resources are the basis of good vehicle 
manufacturing. At our company, we perform our duties with those things on which we place importance 

(summarized in “Our Priorities”). We aim to succeed in having these priorities be introduced beyond our 

national companies to domestic and overseas; consolidated subsidiaries to be further absorbed and become 

firmly established. 

Integrating to these priorities, we are working to develop personnel, who are able to contribute to the 

community as excellent corporate citizens, through active promotion of volunteer activities.

Although it is verbally expressed that corporations are the public institutions of society, I believe our notion 

is that such corporations exist because they benefit society. For this to be true, we would like to continue 

providing vehicles to our worldwide customers and be a corporation demanded by society.

This report was compiled to have everyone understand CSR activity efforts at Toyota Auto Body. We look 

forward to receiving all opinions concerning our efforts.

＜New model COMS (July 2012) sales press conference
（At MEGA WEB in Tokyo）＞

The Nikkei MJ Award (Japan Distribution Newspaper Award) is an 
award presented by a system in which the best selection from 
new products and services of a given year are awarded.

＜Receiving the highest award: The Nikkei MJ Award
  (January, 2013) （Toyota Auto Body won this award 
   together with Seven-Eleven Japan Co., Ltd. for using 
   COMS in Seven-Eleven’s  home delivery service ）＞
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